
Laser pointer basics



Construction



Classes

From the Center for Devices and Radiological 

Health (CDRH) regulation 21 CFR 1040.10 and 

21 CFR 1040.11

Accepted by all institutions as well as cited by 

OSHA and other authorities having jurisdictions.



Class I

• A laser of any power completely shielded 

from view. May be as low as 1mw or as 

high as a GW. As long as it’s enclosed 

within a light tight enclosure it gets this 

classification.



Class II

Power up to 1 milliwatt. 

These lasers are not considered an optically 

dangerous device as the eye reflex will prevent 

any eye damage.

Not enough intensity per unit area. 

Damage is caused by thermal effects just like a 

magnifying glass and the sun,



Class IIIA

Power output between 1 milliwatt and 5 milliwatt

Currently available over the counter and legal for 

import in any condition. 

While these lasers can produce spot blindness under 

the right conditions, it is difficult to do – Need to 

Stare into beam for prolonged period (>15 secs).



Class IIIb

Power output from 5 milliwatts to 500 milliwatts.

These lasers are considered a definite eye hazard, 
particularly at the higher power levels. (Levels > 
150mw WILL cause permanent eye damage.)

By law, these lasers are import controlled and must 
have various labels and safety features:

– MUST have a key switch to prevent unauthorized use.

– A laser emission indicator.

– A 3 to 5 second time delay after power is applied to allow the operator to move away 
from the beam path.

– A a mechanical shutter to turn the beam off during use. 

Skin may be burned at the higher levels of power 
output as well as the flash point of some materials 
which could catch fire. 



Class IV

Power output >500 milliwatts. 

Exposure to levels above 500mw WILL cause permanent eye 
damage. The Class IV range CAN and WILL cause materials 
to burn on contact as well as skin and clothing to burn. These 
laser systems MUST have: 
– A key lockout switch to prevent unauthorized use.

– Inter-locks to prevent the system from being used with the protective 
covers off.

– Emission indicators to show that the laser is in use.

– Mechanical shutters to block the beam.

– A red DANGER labels and aperture labels affixed to the laser. 

The reflected beam should be considered as dangerous as the 
primary beam.



• <=5mw (Less than $100).
– Readily available

– When the eyes are dark adapted, getting “flashed” can 
present the same effects as getting flashed by a bright 
white light. 

– These lasers can not be easily seen if you are 
perpendicular to the beam at 20 feet.

Availability, risk levels  and identification



• 5mw – 150mw ($100 - $250)
– Readily available as modified versions of standard 5mw lasers.

– No safeties.

– Getting flashed by lasers from 50mw to 150mw can cause long 
term effects lasting for no more than days. Permanent damage 
can occur for prolonged periods of exposure (secs) 

– Beginning at 80mw, beams are easily visible when standing 
perpendicular to the beam 20 feet or further.

Availability, risk levels  and identification



Availability, risk levels  and 

identification

• 150mw – 300mw 

($250+)

– Limited availability

– No safeties

• 300mw – 500mw 

($500+)

– Limited availability

– Safety compliance



Availability, risk levels  and 

identification

500mw - 700mw ($1500+).
– Limited availability

– Safety compliance



Availability, risk levels  and 

identification

> 700mw ($1000+)
– Only available as 

desktop boxes 
requiring high power, 
power supplies. Not 
portable. 



Availability, risk levels  and identification

• The highest powered hand held Green laser 

pointer located so far is 700mw at $1400.00

• At present, cost has limited the availability 

of lasers above 150mw at Star parties and 

other astronomy events. However, there is a 

new Green laser technology that promises 

to get higher powers at lower costs.



New kid on the block – 1 Watt Blue light



Policies

• Personal

– Limit to 80mw or less – “If I can see it 20ft away, 

I’ll talk to you about it.” 

– No accountability for accidents, temporary or 

permanent.

– While no laws prevent use – yet, these can be 

considered a nuisance device. 

• Organizational

• Event

– Many star parties are banning lasers at any level for 

Astrophotography reasons - publicly. 



Testing – next month?

• IR leakage

• Power levels
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